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Welcome to the Solar Dome



Today’s experiments



The aims of our curriculum

There are three aims in the English primary science curriculum, to ensure that all 
pupils:

-Develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific 

disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics

-Develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through 

different types of science enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions 

about the world around them

-Are equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and 

implications of science, today and for the future. 



Are we providing our students with 
opportunities to develop these areas?



Our focus for the next 2/3 years

To give our students more opportunities to ‘work 
scientifically’.



What does Working Scientifically mean?

Asking questions 

Planning and setting up different types of enquiries 

Performing tests

Using equipment



What does Working Scientifically mean?

Observing and measuring

Identifying and classifying

Gathering and recording data

Reporting, presenting and communicating data/ findings



Assessment of Working Scientifically



Reporting of Working Scientifically



Staff Training

August, 2018

• SCIENCE IN THE EARLY FOUNDATION STAGE 

• WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY IN THE PRIMARY CURRICULUM 



How can you help?

Investigating and experimenting are great ways for children to learn science and
increase their understanding of scientific ideas. Hands-on science can also help
children think critically and gain confidence in their own ability to solve
problems. Young children especially are engaged by things they can touch,
manipulate and change; and by situations that allow them to figure out what
happens—in short, events and puzzles that they can investigate, which is at the
very heart of scientific study.

While hands-on science works well, it can also be messy and time consuming. So,
before you get started, see what is involved in an activity—including how long it
will take.



Useful websites

The Dad Lab (website, facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube)

Science experiments and other activities

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc_-hy0u9-oKlNdMKHBudcQ

Sick Science! (Website and YouTube)

Excellent experiments with a ‘How did it work’ explanation section

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDom90xOqP4avehFjSJO6NA

Twenty Four Seven Science

Interactive games and experiment ideas.

http://static.lawrencehallofscience.org/kidsite/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc_-hy0u9-oKlNdMKHBudcQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDom90xOqP4avehFjSJO6NA
http://static.lawrencehallofscience.org/kidsite/


Thank you!
davids@sultansschool.org


